


President Pence remained in the United States Capitol from the time he was evacuated from the 
Senate Chamber until the sessions resumed.  

 
During national news coverage of the aforementioned events, video footage, which 

appeared to be captured on mobile devices of persons present on the scene, depicted evidence of 
violations of local and federal law, including scores of individuals inside the U.S. Capitol building 
without authority to be there. 

 
In the aftermath of January 6, 2021, the FBI received a tip from a member of the public 

reporting that MARK ROGER REBEGILA (REBEGILA), had been present inside the U.S. 
Capitol Building during the riot.  
 

On January 15, 2021, the FBI interviewed a witness (W1), who stated that they personally 
know REBEGILA. W1 further stated that on January 6, 2021, they viewed a video that 
REBEGILA sent to several people. W1 viewed the video on one of those people’s phones. The 
video W1 viewed showed REBEGILA filming himself inside the U.S. Capitol. W1 stated that 
others claimed that REBEGILA sat in a lawmaker’s chair and stole a bottle of liquor from an office 
in the U.S. Capitol. The reports of REBEGILA sitting in a lawmaker’s chair and stealing a bottle 
of liquor are under investigation. 

 
On January 15, 2021, REBEGILA provided a voluntary, non-custodial interview to the FBI 

at his residence—606 West Willow Street in Saint Marys, Kansas. REBEGILA admitted that he 
entered the U.S. Capitol building during the riot on January 6, 2021. REBEGILA stated in sum 
and substance that he arrived at the U.S. Capitol after other pushed down the barriers and crowds 
were entering the building. REBEGILA further stated that he asked a police officer if he could go 
inside and the officer shrugged his shoulders. REBEGILA further stated that he used his phone to 
produce and transmit a video chat as he walked through the U.S. Capitol. REBEGILA further 
stated that he later deleted the video, and that he deleted the video because he did not want to get 
into trouble. REBEGILA denied stealing property, assaulting law enforcement officers, or 
damaging property. 
 

On February 22, 2021, and continuing into February 23, 2021, FBI Special Agent Jason 
Sahin initiated contact with REBEGILA by phone, and later continued communicating via text 
message with REBEGILA regarding the video he took of himself inside the U.S. Capitol and any 
other photos or videos he wished to provide to the FBI. REBEGILA texted a video purportedly 
taken by him outside the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021, of other protestors and rioters as police 
were dispersing the crowd. REBEGILA also provided a photo of himself in front of the 
Washington Monument from earlier in the day. He stated he was still not able to locate the video 
he took inside the U.S. Capitol and shared with others.  
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